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Abstract
Very large corpora have been built and used at the IDS since its foundation in 1964. They have been made available on the Internet since
the beginning of the 90’s to currently over 30,000 researchers world-wide. The Institute provides the largest archive of written German
(Deutsches Referenzkorpus, DRK) which has recently been extended to 24 billion words. DRK has been managed and analysed by
engines known as COSMAS and afterwards COSMAS II, which is currently being replaced by a new, scalable analysis platform called
KorAP. KorAP makes it possible to manage and analyse texts that are accompanied by multiple, potentially conﬂicting, grammatical
and structural annotation layers, and is able to handle resources that are distributed across diﬀerent, and possibly geographically distant,
storage systems. The majority of texts in DRK are not licensed for free redistribution, hence, the COSMAS and KorAP systems oﬀer
technical solutions to facilitate research on very large corpora that are not available (and not suitable) for download. For the new KorAP
system, it is also planned to provide sandboxed environments to support non-remote-API access “near the data” through which users can
run their own analysis programs.†
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1. History of corpora and
corpus technology at the IDS
While the IDS was founded in 1964, at least from 1967,
under the directors Paul Grebe and Ulrich Engel, a depart-
ment called Documentation of the German language was
in place, in which a text collection of contemporary Ger-
man was compiled and recorded on punchcards (Teubert
and Belica, 2014, p.300). The ﬁrst electronic corpus to
be released was the Mannheimer Korpus I (MK I, 1969),
which comprised 2.2 million words in 293 texts of mostly
ﬁction, including some popular ﬁction, and newspaper text.
In 1972, a smaller, additional part called MK II with more
text types was added. In the subsequent projectGrundstruk-
turen der deutschen Sprache, the MK data were extensively
analysed and used as the empirical basis in 17 published vol-
umes on grammatical themes between 1971 and 1981 (Teu-
bert and Belica, 2014, 301). Over the years, more corpora
were added, amongst other things from branches of the IDS
which were hosting speciﬁc projects, such as the Bonner
Zeitungskorpus (Hellmann, 1984). At that time, the cor-
pus data were maintained by the computing centre of the
IDS, and linguists had to specify their queries to program-
mers who would then formulate them in machine-readable
form. Between 1982 and 1992, the ﬁrst proprietary concor-
dancer REFERwas in use at the IDS computing centre. RE-
FER supported interactive, sentence-oriented queries in up
to 17 million running words including basic grammatical
categories, e.g. verb and adjective inﬂection. In 1991, the
project COSMAS (Corpus Search, Management and Anal-
ysis System) was launched with the goal of developing an
integrated corpus platform and research environment that
would enable linguists at the IDS to formulate and reﬁne
their queries to the IDS text collections ﬂexibly and inde-
†The authors would like to thank Michael Hanl and and Nils
Diewald for their help in preparing the present contribution.
pendently at their own personal computer. From the begin-
ning, the COSMAS developers subscribed to a set of in-
novative corpus linguistic methodological principles which
are still widely acknowledged in current corpus technology,
amongst other things the concept of a uniﬁed data model,
of multiple concurring linguistic annotations, and most of
all the introduction of the concept of a virtual corpus. A
virtual corpus is a sample of texts drawn from the com-
plete text collection according to a problem-speciﬁc view
described in terms of external (e.g. bibliographic, speciﬁed
in terms of metadata) or internal (e.g. the distribution of cer-
tain keywords, search patterns or annotations) criteria. Con-
sequently, as of 1992, when the software was ﬁrst deployed,
the COSMAS system oﬀered the tools by means of which
users could deﬁne their own virtual corpora such that they
were representative or balanced w.r.t to their own speciﬁc
research questions, as well as save or possibly publish them
(cf. al Wadi, 1994, p. 132ﬀ).
The successor project COSMAS II was launched in 1995,
and from 1996, COSMAS could be used via the internet by
linguists all over the world. A part of the project had also
been concerned with acquiring more text data, and in 1998,
the project DRK I – Deutsches Referenzkorpus (German
reference corpus) started as a cooperation with the universi-
ties of Stuttgart and Tübingen. One of its achievements was
a mass acquisition of newspaper, ﬁctional, and other text
types from publishing houses and individuals, and by the
end of the project in 2002, DRK contained 1.8 billion
tokens. Since then, Deutsches Referenzkorpus has been re-
tained as the name of all written corpus holdings at the IDS.
By 2004, the IDS corpus extension project had been made
a permanent project, and in 2012, DRK reached the size
of 5 billion word tokens. Since 2008, the IDS has also been
a partner in the national and European research infrastruc-
ture initiatives TextGrid, D-SPIN, and CLARIN, in which
the concept of virtual corpora has been extended and imple-
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mented to encompass location-independent virtual collec-
tions (van Uytvanck, 2010).
2. Recent developments
• we organize our acquisition campaigns in waves, ad-
dressing 50 to 200 potential license/text donors at a
time
• in addition, we approach publishers (in particular the
relevant licensing departments) directly at book fairs
and sometimes on the phone
• in the negotiations, we seek to acquire licenses as
liberal as possible for scientiﬁc use, in order of pri-
ority: CLARIN-ACA, QAO-NC, QAO-NC-LOC (see
Kupietz and Lüngen, 2014)
• chances of convincing rights holders to donate li-
censes are on average 5%
• the expenses for the acquisition and curation of one
word of ﬁctional text are presently around 25,000
times higher than the expenses for one word of
newspaper text (see Kupietz, 2014)
• considering only the regularly incoming text data ac-
cording to existing license agreements, the current
growth rate of DRK is 1.7 billion words per year
Table 1: Corpus acquisition trivia
As a result of recent campaigns and acquisition deals,
DRK has grown to over six billion word tokens until
2013, and further grown by a factor of four in the ﬁrst half of
2014, now containing more than 24 billion word tokens. In
the following, we shortly describe the major recent contri-
butions – for more details see Kupietz and Lüngen (2014).
                                   
Wikipedia is an example of a web corpus that can be cu-
rated under a suﬃciently liberal license, and we have made
available all German Wikipedia articles and talk pages in
DRK twice in 2011 (Bubenhofer et al., 2011) and 2013
(Margaretha and Lüngen, in preparation). The 2013 con-
version, for example, amounts to more than 1 billion word
tokens.
In cooperation with the PolMine project of the University
of Duisburg-Essen1, we have adapted all debate protocols
of parliaments in Germany (national and state level) since
around the year 2000 (comprising around 360 million word
tokens), and we continue to curate the protocols from pre-
vious years and other German-speaking parliaments.
We have also curated around 6 million words of ﬁctional
text as a result of our 2011 campaign addressing publishers
of ﬁction, while more is in the conversion pipeline.        
                 
The bulk of the increase in DRK in 2014, however,
is formed by a large news database archive for which
we obtained DRK-speciﬁc rights from its commercial
provider, containing 102 million documents of press text,
specialized journals and specialized e-books. For the latest
DeReko release in 2014, we have prepared and included the
press data part, containing 98 national and regional newspa-
pers and magazines starting between 2000 and 2003, which
1 http://polmine.sowi.uni-due.de/
• the DRK corpus archive (without annotations and
version history) uses 550 GB  disk space in 1500
ﬁles
• for corpus processing, we currently use a machine
with 48 cores and 256GBRAM running CentOS 5.10
• all corpus processing is done in a massively parallel
fashion
• for pre-processing of raw data, we use Perl scripts,
pdf2html, TagSoup, and tidy
• for the main processing, we use the Saxon Enter-
prise Edition XSLT-2.0/3.0-Processor
• for coarse quality control, we use Adam Kilgarriﬀ’s
(2001) measure for corpus similarity
• the POS annotation of the entire DRK archive re-
quires between 1 and 2 CPU months for each tool
• the annotation of near-duplicate clusters (mostly car-
ried out within same-source corpora only) (Kupietz,
2005) takes about 7 CPU days
• deriving dependency annotation of the entire
DRK archive requires between 2 CPU months
with Xerox XIP and 13 CPU years with MATE
(estimated value, based on a 2.5% DRK sample)
• the inter-annotation-tool-agreement on POS tags is
typically around 91.5% (see Belica et al., 2011, for
details)
• the primary data of DRK have been version-
controlled and stored in a Subversion repository (cur-
rently using 130 GB storage) since 2007
• all DRK releases, including primary and annota-
tion data, have been redundantly archived on oﬀ-line
storage devices since 2009
• long-term preservation and metadata export for OAI-
PMH (OAI-PMH, 2008) is currently being migrated to
our centre for the long-term preservation of German
linguistic research data (Fankhauser et al., 2013)
Table 2: Corpus processing trivia
amounted to more than 16 billion new word tokens. As a
result, the latest DRK release contains more than 24 bil-
lion word tokens and takes up 550 GB of disk space without
annotations (see 2). The new data not only increase the size
but also the disperson of genres and topics in DRK (see
Kupietz and Lüngen, 2014).
3. Big Data?
                                   
“Big Data” is a broad and fuzzy term, allowing for numer-
ous particular interpretations. Whether it is taken to mean
an amorphous mixture or simply an extremely large amount
of data of some speciﬁc kind, the Deutsches Referenzkorpus
DRK fulﬁls both deﬁnitions: the latter in a straightfor-
ward way, given its current size and growth (see Figure 1),
and the former thanks to its status as a primordial sample,
from which users can draw virtual corpora  (see section 1.
and Kupietz et al., 2010).
Figure 2 shows that, measured by the required number of
units of the contemporary portable storage medium, the
amount of memory needed for the primary text data of
DRK was actually highest in the beginning in 1969 (fac-
tor 400), then decreased to a level of around factor 1 in 1992,
where it has remained since then. Only the storage require-
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is not that the IDS is a “bad center” that likes sitting on “its
data”. The reason is of course that the IDS – just like every
other provider of comparable corpora – does not have the
right to to make the data available for download and that the
acquisitions of such a right, e.g.  via national licenses, for
corpora of the size of DRK or a fraction thereof, would
hardly be within the limitations of public funding (cf. Kupi-
etz et al., 2010, p. 1849). To our relief, however, this fact
is now becoming more and more common ground in the
community.2 This is largely due to the generally increased
awareness of intellectual property rights and other personal
rights thanks to the Google Books discussion and possi-
bly also thanks to the educational work carried out within
CLARIN, often invoking more or less desperate analogies
to confront the lack of understanding, such as, e.g., Paweł
Kamocki’s (2013) analogy with Victor Lustig’s selling of
the Eiﬀel Tower in 1925, the image of the car-industry be-
ing ‘anti-science’ due to not providing linguists with free
cars, the tightrope that corpus providers walk on (Kupietz,
2009), the cowboy who prefers to shoot ﬁrst (Ketzan and
Kamocki, 2012), or the one with Lady Justice and the bal-
ance of interests (next paragraph).
In any case, thanks to this development, approaches aiming
at improving the situation for researcherswithout interfering
with the equally legitimate interests of rights holders (on
whose donations the researchers vitally depend after all) can
nowadays be discussed more openly.  As sketched in Fig-
ure 3  (Kupietz, 2010), there are more factors involved in
such a typical balance of interests and most of them can be
gradual. Accordingly, there are many toeholds for such im-
provements (including the attachment of the scale, in anal-
ogy to the legal framework) and to achieve the best results,
ideally all of them should be taken into account. One of the
very promising approaches is to extend the stack of “tech-
nical precautions” in such a way that the possible types of
use can be extended to include most types of research that
would otherwise only be possible if the corpus were avail-
able for download. Part of our current work in this direction
is sketched in section 5.2..
Apart from such technical measures along the lines of Jim
Gray’s (2003) “put the computation near the data” (see also
Kupietz et al., 2010; Bański et al., 2012), in our acquisition
campaigns, we always try and have always tried to negotiate
licenses that are as open as the respective rights holder al-
lows it without the stack of “money” growing too high (see
Table 1).  Open licenses are great, but what to do if a rights
holder does not want to sign them, even if you have been
quite inventive to put everything you have on his scale pan?
5. Accessing DRK: COSMAS and
KorAP
At present, DRK is accessible via the Corpus Search,
Management and Analysis System COSMAS II (al Wadi,
1994; Bodmer Mory, 2014). It is currently used by more
2 Ironically, however, a slight step backwards was triggered by
the open-access movement involving some confusion concerning
the actual rights-holders of corpus texts in contrast to the rights-
holders of research data in other disciplines, where the rights be-
long to the researchers themselves or at least to the scientiﬁc com-
munity.
than 32,000 registered users and can handle a DRK part
of about 7-8 billion words (in one archive) with up to 2 mor-
phosyntactic annotation layers. Due to its having been de-
signed already in the early nineties, its scalability has now
reached its limits, because it depends, for example, on hold-
ing all indices in RAM and because there are currently no
solutions to distribute the system over multiple machines.
Because of the above limitations, in 2011 we started the
project KorAP (Bański et al., 2012, 2013, 2014), to develop
a new corpus analysis platform from scratch, aiming at a
scalable and extensible scientiﬁc tool, sustainable for a life-
cycle of 20 years. Since January 2014, KorAP has been
open for IDS-internal alpha testing.
5.1. Scalability
One of the major aims for KorAP has been to achieve hori-
zontal scalability, in order to support a theoretically unlim-
ited number of tokens with a theoretically unlimited num-
ber of annotation layers built upon those tokens. This is
why KorAP features a multi-component architecture com-
municating via a simple REST web interface, thus allow-
ing all services to run on diﬀerent physical machines. The
system supports a web UI to allow users to conveniently
browse all available data, as well as a policy management
component to provide data entry points for restricted re-
sources. These components furthermore include a module
to serialize query information (Bański et al., 2014) as well
as two search backends that are responsible for processing
the query and for retrieving the search results. In order to
ensure sustainability, all the components are interchange-
able. The backends are based on well-proven Open Source
search technologies (Lucene/Solr and Neo4j), which sup-
port distributed searches, in this way ensuring horizontal
scalability.
5.2. Bringing the computation near the secured
data
Another fundamental aim of KorAP was to maximize the
research potential on copyright-protected texts. Given the
growing amount of textual data and annotations, as well
as the growing complexity of the relations among the data
components, traditional security measures appear to be in-
adequate for the task of protecting the integrity of the data
while at the same time allowing for ﬁne-grained access con-
trol of selected texts and/or selected annotation layers.
KorAP implements a ﬂexible management system to en-
compass access scenarios that have been identiﬁed in the
planning phase of the project. That system uses a separate
data store to hold security policies for resources that may
be subject to restrictions, either imposed by licence agree-
ments concerning the texts and/or the products of annota-
tion tools, or imposed by the users themselves, when they
choose to share self-deﬁned virtual collections, potentially
containing self-created annotations.
The two backends store DRK data in index structures
for fast retrieval. Between the web client (the frontend or
the API) and KorAP only search requests and results are
transmitted. Policy management handles access to diﬀerent
levels of information (raw corpus data, annotation layers,
virtual collections, etc.) and authentication based on a ses-
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